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<09/94>
[u-bit #19200065]

15:00:13  1) The Seasons Of The Seventies                                                             (S) Vietnam: 16mm -2-
                     <anti-war film>                                                                                       [L-504]
                     [Note: images are mostly a montage of stills unless otherwise                  [color]
                     indicated!]                                                                                               [sound]
                     bombers in air (some moving images) intercut with CU of pregnant
                     woman’s stomach, moving images: bomber in air, cockpit interior with
                     pilot at controls, atomic explosion, stills: CUs baby, hospital interior
                     baby’s ward, various pictures of families, children, destroyed buildings,
                     scenes of poverty in the U.S., woman injecting heroin, woman smoking
                     pot, riots - police, crowd, tanks, wounded civilians, National Guard,
                     people sitting on streets, more battle scenes, magazine covers with
                     anti-war photos, damage after riots, fires, firemen at work, crowd in city,
                     HA parking lots with many cars, damaged cars, garbage dumps, polluted
                     rivers, deforestation scenes, man with gas mask intercut with scenes of
                     smog over city, smokestacks, moving image: jet taking off, stills: fires,
                     GIs at guns, in trenches, explosions, wounded, fires, moving images:
                     AERIAL of bomber in air and of bombings, stills: Vietnamese in city,
                     dead on ground, damaged buildings, bombings, helicopter, GIs carrying
                     wounded soldiers on stretchers, GIs with Vietnamese prisoners, wounded
                     GIs and Vietnamese, view of rows of crosses in Arlington National
                     Cemetery, CU bullet hole in window
15:09:05       stills of John F. Kennedy, Martin Luther King and Robert Kennedy
                     each followed by bullet hole in plate of glass
15:09:12       mourning Americans, Harry Belafonte crying, demonstration - crowd
                     marching in street, man with face painted white and word “Vote” painted
                     on his forehead, various demonstration scenes and CUs of demonstrators,
                     various signs regarding peace movement, marchers with flags, moving images:
                     peace demonstration, dancing in street, couple sitting on street and kissing etc.,
                     stills: CUs flowers and flower fields, various nature scenes
-15:14:10     (1970s)

15:15:03  2) Arlington National Cemetery -                                                            (?) L-504 #582
-15:16:03     HA views of cemetery, flag draped over one coffin, coffin being               [sound]
                     lowered into ground, 21 gun salute, CU trumpet player, many head         [color]
                     stones, on track at end: “..There Is Room Here For Approx. 4000
                     More. Let Us Pray That We Run Out Of War Before We Run Out
                     Of Ground.”
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                 3) story of the First Division (“The Big Red One”) in Vietnam from      (S) Vietnam: 16mm -1-
                    1965-67                                                                                                         [WWII scenes b/w
                    [Note: track and maps explaining names and strategies of the various        Vietnam faded 
color]
                    operations and the areas they were aimed at]                                               [sound]
15:16:16      WWII D-Day scenes - AERIAL of ships at sea with wing of airplane
                    visible, soldiers preparing for landing, gunfire from battleships,
                    landing crafts onto shore, soldiers getting out of crafts DISSOLVE
15:17:02      Vietnam - July 1965 - GIs getting off landing crafts at shore, GIs on
                    shore, CU patch of first division “The Big Red One”,
                    “The Big Red One In Vietnam”, GIs of first infantry division
                    walking by, GIs taking hand grenades out of shell, GIs onto trucks,
                    trucks leaving, setting up boot camp in Saigon area - digging trench,
                    putting up sandbags around mortars, clearing grass, setting up mortars,
                    GI outside of tent writing letter, POV from driving truck along village
                    near BenWar?, GIs walking in field with high grass, GIs checking bag
                    of Vietnamese boy for grenades, uncovering underground fortification,
                    GIs running across field toward camera, explosion in background,
                    GIs through jungle, helicopter landing, unloading supplies from helicopter,
                    helicopter taking off, troops through jungle, troops charging across field,
                    firing machine guns, field telephone, artillery and machine guns being
                    fired, LS fire in forest, wounded GI’s arm being taken care of, GIs sitting
                    on ground and smoking, walking along railroad tracks, through jungle,
                    patrol on road along village, across river, resting in village, night - U.S.
                    soldiers at guns, helicopter landing, medics carry wounded on stretcher
                    to helicopter, take-off, searching Vietnamese hut, Vietnamese refugees
                    (women and children) getting off helicopter, refugees onto trucks, CUs
                    refugees’ faces, GIs “Civic Action Teams” - with kids, teaching how
                    to count in English, POV from truck on road, GIs through forest, through
                    rice fields, soldiers at tank, tanks through forest, helicopters flying over,
                    GIs uncovering foxholes in jungle, through jungle, map of Vietnam,
                    troops on county road, through jungle, wounded on stretcher taken to
                    helicopter, CU box with sign “Human Blood”, helicopter landing,
                    wounded into ambulance
15:27:18      group of entertainers (including Bob Hope) posing for camera,
                    performing, GIs applauding, 1966 - LS explosions, map of Vietnam,
                    troops and tanks across field, GIs firing machine guns, helicopter
                    landing, AERIAL of helicopters over forest, bombers in air fly over,
                    LS explosions, loading artillery and firing, helicopters landing, troops
                    out of helicopter, troops through jungle, through river, blowing up
                    Vietnamese bunker in forest, GIs searching foxholes, reading
                    Vietnamese papers found in bunkers, display of captured material
                    including weapons, cameras, phones, typewriter, GIs into
                    underground tunnel in jungle searching for Vietnamese, GIs with
                    prisoners, Hubert Humphrey arriving by car, band playing, Humphrey
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                     shaking hands with soldiers, still of Lt. Robert J. Hibbs, who was the
                     first of the division to be decorated, troops into helicopter, take-off,
                     troops through jungle, digging trenches, heat-exhausted GI brought
                     to helicopter, tanks through jungle, trucks along dusty road, troops on
                     boat on river, through jungle, jets flying over, religious service performed
                     by army chaplain outdoors at truck, southeast of Saigon - tanks along
                     road, artillery being loaded and fired, jets fly over, troops across field,
                     troops onto and off helicopters, CU prisoner, GIs in civilian clothes,
                     onto trucks (heading to Saigon), troops and tanks through jungle,
                     tanks firing, across field, Vietnamese villagers and children being fed in
                     tent by GIs, children outside at table eating, GI dressed up as clown
                     performing for children, villagers receiving medical care, animals
                     receiving shots, Sergeant Major Aldrich with soldiers, helicopters in
                     air, blowing up Vietnamese building, troops charging across field,
                     AERIAL of fighter airplanes and explosions, wounded on stretchers
                     being carried to helicopters, prisoners “loaded” onto helicopter,
                     Santa Claus (GI) with Vietnamese kids in jeep, Santa Claus with kids,
                     band playing, Vietnamese kids at table eating ice-cream, GIs
                     dancing with little girls, helicopter fly over, tanks and troops across
                     field, GIs descending helicopter on ladders, troops through jungle,
                     through rivers, through mud, bulldozing jungle, evacuation of village,
                     GIs cleaning guns, helicopters in air, through jungle, artillery fire,
                     LS bomber dropping bombs, LS explosion, GIs firing machine gun,
                     running across field, machine gun fire, charge across field, throwing
                     grenade, explosion, CU soldier with munitions belt over shoulder,
-15:43:54      marching across field

                    <public service announcement - anti war>                                            (?) ?
15:44:07      Uncle Sam serving pie to people from different walks of life seated          [sound-narration]
-15:45:06     at large dinner table - construction worker, old woman, little girl,             [color]
                    African-American, fisherman, conductor, doctor, hippie, and by far
                    the biggest piece going to military man, last shot with almost empty
                    plate stating “Help Unsell The War”


